
Our Maths Learning Journey

Weight & Volume
Comparing weight

Key vocabulary:
measure weight, 
capacity, volume, 
2s, 5s, 10s, 
pattern, sequence, 
counting, groups, 
pair, unequal, 
share 

Weight & Volume
Comparing capacity / volume

Multiplication
Counting in 10s, 5s & 2s

Multiplication
Making equal groups
Making simple arrays 

Making doubles 

Division
Making equal groups 

Sharing equally 
Worded problems 

Division
Making equal groups 

Sharing equally 
Worded problems 

Division
Making equal groups 

Sharing equally 
Worded problems 





Monday 26th February  2024



L.Q. Can I measure length weight? 26.02.24

TPs- How would you compare the weight of 
the feather and the cupcake?

What does balanced or equal 
mean when using a scale? 



Steps to success

L.Q. Can I compare capacity?

26.02.24

• I understand what capacity is. 

• I can compare and order a set of containers according to 
their capacity.

• I can describe the volume of a container as full, empty, half 
full, nearly full, nearly empty.



Star words
capacity  

compare



L.Q. Can I compare capacity? 26.02.24

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dn4krNwKYEk

TPs- What is capacity?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dn4krNwKYEk


Capacity Vocabulary
Click on the words below to see their meaning.

Full Half empty

Empty

Half full

Nearly full

Nearly empty



L.Q. Can I compare capacity? 26.02.24

TPs- How would you describe 
the capacity of these jugs?

Capacity means the maximum amount that something can contain. 
Usually we use liquid to measure capacity but you can also explore 
capacity using other items. E.g. Rice, flour, sugar, sweets etc.  



L.Q. Can I compare capacity? 26.02.24



L.Q. Can I compare capacity? 26.02.24

Use the containers, objects and water to explore capacity.

Self assessment

Do you understand the task?



Tuesday 27th February  2024



Recap Length

27.02.2024L.Q. Can I compare capacity?

length of Grans scarf using a ruler, record the measurement on 
your white board.  

https://ictgames.com/mobilePage/kittenKnittin/index.html

https://ictgames.com/mobilePage/kittenKnittin/index.html


Steps to success

L.Q. Can I compare capacity?

27.02.24

• I understand what capacity is. 

• I can compare and order a set of containers according to 
their capacity.

• I can describe the volume of a container as full, empty, half 
full, less than half full, more than half full.



Star words
capacity  

compare



27.02.2024

TPs Which cup is empty? Which cup is full?

TPs Which of these cups 
does Molly want?

L.Q. Can I compare capacity?



27.02.2024L.Q. Can I compare capacity?



27.02.2024L.Q. Can I compare capacity?



27.02.2024L.Q. Can I compare capacity?

Molly and Fred both pour their drinks into a jug.

The jugs have the same capacity. These are the drinks after they poured them into the jugs.

TP Whose cups holds more drink?

Molly Fred



L.Q. Can I compare capacity? 27.02.24

Self Assessment
Do you understand the task?



Wednesday 28th February  2024



28.02.2024

The Counting by Fives Song | Counting Songs | Scratch Garden 
(youtube.com)

The Counting by Twos Song | Counting Songs | Scratch Garden -
YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EemjeA2Djjw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvTcpfSnOMQ


Steps to success

L.Q. Can I count in 10s?

• I can count in a sequence.  

• I can recognise the pattern in number.

• I can count in 10s. 

28.02.2024



Star words
sequence pattern

tens
counting



28.02.2024

Jonathan bought 10 more tins of paint.
TPs- How many tins does he have now? 

He now has 20 tins of paint. Did you know there is a quicker way that we can count?
We can count in 



Self Assessment
?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftati8iGQcs

TPs- Did you notice a 
pattern in the numbers?
What does every number 

end in? 

28.02.2024

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ftati8iGQcs


28.02.2024



Self Assessment
?

TPs- What do all these maths resources represent when we think of number and place value?

They all represent 10!!

TPs-
How many are there?

28.02.2024



Self Assessment
Do you know what you have to do?

In partners, use math resources (dienne sticks, cubes, tens frames & numicon) 
to create numbers that match number cards. 

to check that you have made the correct number.  

28.02.2024



Thursday 29th February  2024



29. 02.2024

How many pairs of shoes are there? How many dolls are there?



Steps to success

L.Q. Can I count in 10s using a number line and 100 square grid?

• I can count in a sequence.  

• I can recognise the pattern in number.

• I can count in 10s using a number line and 100 square grid. 

29.02.2024



Star words
sequence 

pattern
tens

number line 100 square grid



29. 02.2024



- All the numbers that end in 
a zero. This is also called skip counting - where you miss the other 

numbers and ONLY count the tens. 

29. 02.2024



In partners, take it in turns to skip count in 10
50 on the number line.  

29. 02.2024

Self Assessment
Do you understand how to skip count in 10s 
using a number line?



We can also skip count in tens using a 100 square grid. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares

29. 02.2024

Self Assessment
Do you understand how to count in 

?

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares


Self Assessment
Do you understand the task?

1.Skip count to 50 showing jumps of ten using a number
line. 

2.Fill in missing numbers on a 100 square grid.

3.Draw groups of ten to match the 
number card on your table.   

29. 02.2024



Friday 1st March  2024



https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares

01. 03.2024

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares


Steps to success

• I can count in a sequence.  

•

•

01. 03. 2024



Star words



01. 03.2024

TP- What can you see? How are they grouped? 



01. 03.2024

TP- How many books 
are there altogether?

A teacher is checking the 

her count the items.  



01. 03.2024

Self Assessment
?



01. 03.2024

TP- How many 
pencils are 

there 
altogether?

There are __ 
pencils 

altogether.

Self Assessment
Do you understand how to 

?



01. 03.2024

TP- How many glue sticks are there altogether?

There are __ glue sticks altogether.

Self Assessment
Do you understand how to 

?



Self Assessment
Do you understand the task?

01. 03.2024


